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It’s been a wet year in my part of the world and I have been doing a lot of driving in the rain. 

Sitting in the car and looking through the windscreen at the back and forward motion of the wipers 

started me thinking about casting a fly rod. I often find myself using the analogy of windscreen 

wipers when I am teaching someone to cast. Sometimes it is to point out a movement that I want to 

be replicated and other times it is to highlight an error that needs fixing. 

 

 
 

When you pick up a fly rod to cast you need to get some line out of the rod tip. Once you’ve got a 

metre or two on the water I find the windscreen wiper move the best for feeding out more line. 

With the line laying on the water you simply need to strip more line from the reel while moving the 

rod tip back and forth like a windscreen wiper allowing the line to feed through the guides. Like 

real windscreen wipers you only need a small arc and you just keep going backwards and forwards 

until the job is done. 

 

Most modern cars have windscreen wipers with an intermittent control. This allows the driver to 

vary the amount of time between each sweep of the blades to cater for different conditions. 

Although the pause is only at the end of the sweep it is a useful analogy when talking about casting 

a fly rod. One of the essentials of casting is that there must be a pause at the end of each stroke to 

allow the line to straighten. This pause varies as the line is shortened and lengthened.  Pause too 

long and the line drops allowing slack to enter the system and causing the caster to make an 



inefficient loop. Not pausing long enough produces shock waves in the line and can lead to snapped 

off flies and tailing loops. When casting we must learn to use the intermittent control to vary the 

pause to match the changing situation.  

 

 
 

Windscreen wipers can teach us about another important aspect of the cast and that is the stop. 

When they finish their stroke the wipers stop abruptly. A beginner must learn to stop the rod 

abruptly to form a loop. Some would argue that stopping the fly rod should be one of the five 

essentials that Bill and Jay Gammel postulated. Peter Morse agrees and states his sixth essential this 

way: “It’s the stop that makes the line go. Where we stop the rod in relation to our tip path 

determines the loop size. A sharp stop maximizes the transfer of energy from the rod to the fly line. 

A good stop is mostly absent on the back cast and on the presentation cast.” 
1
 Others disagree and 

look at the stop as a sequence of slowdowns while the rod unbends and point to the constant tension 

casts where the rod does not stop abruptly. The arguments are too complex for my old brain. All I 

know is that if I tell someone to stop the rod like a windscreen wiper I can get them to form a loop 

and propel the line, leader and fly towards the target.   

 

It’s been such a wet year I have gone through three sets of windscreen wipers so far. The last set 

had to be replaced because they were making a terrible noise as they stopped at the end of their 

sweep. I took the car back to the garage so they could hear the noise they were making and 

thankfully they replaced them for me. Driving was so much more pleasant once the annoying noise 

was gone. 

 

When someone casts like a windscreen wiper it can be just as annoying. In this situation the 

windscreen wiper analogy is not one to be followed. If you cast like a windscreen wiper you create 

problems. Most windscreen wipers pivot around a fixed point. Because the wiper blade is a 

constant length they follow a convex path.  Another of the essentials of fly casting tells us that the 

rod tip should follow a straight line path. In the case of the wipers the path is not straight. If you 

cast like a windscreen wiper you will end up with wide inefficient loops. 

 



 
 

 

Interestingly Subaru and Mercedes have used a complex- or eccentric-arc system on some of their 

cars. The system uses a single blade which rotates and moves up and down on a cam. With this 

mechanism they are able to do away with the overlapping convex coverage of conventional wipers. 

In effect your get a straight line path of the wiper blades.  

  

 
 

I sometimes wonder if the inventor of this system was a fly fisher. By using the cam to raise and 

lower the blade it produces the same result we achieve by bending the fly rod and varying our 

casting stroke. We know that we have to make the rod tip follow a straight line path if we want 

tight, efficient loops. The eccentric-arc windscreen wiper system illustrates this perfectly. So the 

next time you tell someone to cast like a windscreen wiper make sure they own a Mercedes. 

 

Probably the hardest of the five essential to teach is the proper use of power. Gammel
2
 states: 

“Power must be applied in the proper amount and in the proper place during the stroke.” It takes a 

long time to come to grips with this. Our windscreen wipers provide a very good example of how 

not to do it. When you turn the wipers on they jump to maximum speed immediately and maintain 

that speed until they come to an abrupt stop at the end of the stroke. There is no variation in when 



and where the power is applied. A better analogy for how to apply power would be of a car taking 

off from the traffic lights. Imagine driving away from the light holding a cup of hot coffee in your 

hand. You want to get to top speed before you reach the next lights but you don’t want to spill the 

coffee. You need constant smooth acceleration. Forget the windscreen wipers when it comes to 

applying power. 

 

The next time you are outing driving in the rain take a look at your windscreen wipers and think 

about your casting. You can learn a lot from watching the blades go back and forth. There are 

probably other lessons to be learnt as well but the rain has stopped and I’m off fishing.  
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The Seven Fly Casting Essential (Thanks to Bill Gammel) an unpublished article by Peter Morse 

2017. 
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The Essentials of Fly Casting, Bill and Jay Gammel. Copyright 1993 by the Federation of 

Flyfishers. Published by the Federation of Flyfishers.  
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